Variable order block backward differentiation formulae (VOHOBBDF) method is employed for treating numerically higher order Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs). In this respect, the purpose of this research is to treat initial value problem (IVP) of higher order stiff ODEs directly. BBDF method is symmetrical to BDF method but it has the advantage of producing more than one solutions simultaneously. Order three, four, and five of VOHOBBDF are developed and implemented as a single code by applying adaptive order approach to enhance the computational efficiency. This approach enables the selection of the least computed LTE among the three orders of VOHOBBDF and switch the code to the method that produces the least LTE for the next step. A few numerical experiments on the focused problem were performed to investigate the numerical efficiency of implementing VOHOBBDF methods in a single code. The analysis of the experimental results reveals the numerical efficiency of this approach as it yielded better performances with less computational effort when compared with built-in stiff Matlab codes. The superior performances demonstrated by the application of adaptive orders selection in a single code thus indicate its reliability as a direct solver for higher order stiff ODEs.
Introduction
Real world problems from various applications in science and engineering can often be modeled into ordinary differential equations (ODEs). Some of the problems are modeled in the form of higher order ODEs [1] in such a way that ODE will describe the behavior of the problems. The main focus of this paper is on the linear third-order stiff initial value problems (IVPs). The linear third order ODEs is categorized as higher order ODE. Define the third-order ODE with its initial conditions as y = f (x, y, y , y ), or rewrite it as y = αy + βy + γy equipped with initial conditions y(a) = y 0 , y (a) = y 0 , y (a) = y 0 (1) where x ∈ [a, z], a is the starting point and z is the end point.
Numerical approximations are introduced to solve problems that are impossible to find the actual solution for. We found that a number of methods in the literature can provide approximate solutions for higher order ODEs. Commonly, the higher order ODE is converted into its equivalent system of first order before it is solved. Then, the first-order methods are used to find the approximate solutions. However, this approach leads to complicated execution work and lengthy computation time [2] . It is therefore significant to overcome this drawback by introducing a more efficient method that can solve the higher order problems directly. For that reason, solving higher order problems directly eases the execution work where the proof of direct solutions give advantages in speed and accuracy [3] .
To date, the direct solutions that have been proposed to numerically approximate the third-order ODEs include new hybrid block method [4] , new linear block method [5] and four-point block hybrid collocation method with two off-step points [2] . However, some of these methods are able to solve non-stiff ODEs. Besides, fourth-order improved Runge-Kutta method is proposed for solving special third-order ODEs [6] .
Stiffness is one of the issues in ODE. Explicit methods, however, are not suitable to be applied since small step sizes and a large number of integration steps are required. Thus, implicit methods will take over the explicit methods to provide better performances. In the literature, we found that various methods have been introduced for finding stiff solutions. The pioneering and most well-known method, backward differentiation formula (BDF), was introduced by Gear [7] . In addition, backward Euler method [8] , second-derivative general linear methods (SGLMs) [9] , high order block implicit multistep [10] and new fourth-order, four-stage parallel Rosenbrock method (NPROS4) [11] have also been proven to be reliable in solving stiffness.
Further innovation on BDF saw the block method being associated with BDF method, also known as block backward differentiation formula (BBDF). The innovation is made at which BBDF is capable to approximate several points instead of one point only at the same time. BBDF has shown its excellent success as this method is capable of providing better approximations and reducing the computational effort for solving the first-and second-order stiff ODE problems [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In this paper, we develop constant step size of order three, four and five VOHOBBDF and fit the three methods in a single code by applying an adaptive order approach. This approach can enhance the computational efficiency for the direct approximations of the problem in Equation (1) such as minimize computational cost as compared to the BBDF while maintaining its accuracy. Due to the advantages, VOHOBBDF can produce more accurate results, manage to reduce the total number of steps and less time is needed to compute the solutions. This paper is organized as follows. The formulae for VOHOBBDF are developed based on procedure stated in the second section followed by the detailed explanation on how to implement three different orders of VOHOBBDF methods in a single code. Then, we compute the solutions of the higher order ODEs by applying the proposed code to demonstrate its efficiency, which is followed by a discussion on the performances. Lastly, the final part concludes the advantages of applying the approach to VOHOBBDF methods for treating higher order ODEs.
Procedure on Developing Variable Order Block Backward Differentiation Formulae
VOHOBBDF methods consist of methods from order three up to order five with uniform step size. In this section, VOHOBBDF is developed from Lagrange polynomial using MAPLE software for which six, seven, and eight points are interpolated according to the order of VOHOBBDF. This method numerically approximates the solutions at two new points whereby the development of the formulae for each order goes through a similar procedure.
Thus, the procedure to develop the first and second points of the VOHOBBDF methods is briefly explained in the following lines:
1. Firstly, we obtain Lagrange polynomials for order three, four and five VOHOBBDF by taking k = 5, 6 and 7.
where
2. The development continues by differentiating Equations (2)-(4) with respect to s three times.
The first point may be obtained by substituting s with 0. Following the same procedure, we get the second point by substituting s with 1. 3. Finally, the resulting formulae for two new points for each order can be formulated into general formulations below:
• Order 3 VOHOBBDF
• Order 5 VOHOBBDF
where y n+1 and y n+2 represent the approximated solutions for first and second point while f n+1 and f n+2 represent the function for first and second point.
According to these formulae, we can see that VOHOBBDF methods are implicit scheme. Regarding this matter, predictor methods are needed to compute the functions of f n+1 and f n+2 .
The coefficients for each order are listed in the following Tables 1 and 2 based on the formulae yield in Equations (5)- (7) . 
Implementation of VOHOBBDF

Performing Newton's Iteration
VOHOBBDF method is implemented in Newton's iteration form. Based on this idea, Equations (5)- (7) for each point are expressed in Newton's iteration form. Details explanation can be found in [14] . The updated formulae can then be simplified as a linear system:
Notice that β 1 , β 2 ,β 1 ,β 2 are coefficients for y n+1 and y n+2 of first derivative while γ 1 , γ 2 ,γ 1 ,γ 2 are the coefficients for y n+1 and y n+2 of second derivative.
In particular, the linear system in Equation (8) is used to approximate the solution in Equation (1).
Suitable Order Selection
This approach aims to fit the different orders of VOHOBBDF in single code. In this way, the code is started to run the lowest order method first (third-order VOHOBBDF) followed by the higher order VOHOBBDF. With such strategy, the most accurate solutions of two future points among the three orders can be selected. Consequently, the best approximations at each step will be the two new values in the current block.
The steps for selecting the appropriate order are explained below.
Step 1: Begin the computation of the linear system in Equation (8) with the lowest order VOHOBBDF (order three) first, followed by computation of order four and five VOHOBBDF to find the approximate solutions for two new points, y n+1 and y n+2 .
Step 2: Compare the LTE produced by the three orders of VOHOBBDF.
Step 3: Hence, switch the code to the method with the least LTE to proceed for the next step. The code is written in C language programme.
Numerical Experiments and Discussion
Three different problems were solved directly using the developed method by applying the variable order approach. To analyze the efficiency of applying this approach, the results were compared with two built-in stiff Matlab codes, ode15s and ode23s, which were designed to solve the stiff problems. However, to solve these problems using the Matlab codes, they need to be reduced into their equivalent systems of first order. The accuracy and efficiency of the methods are given in Tables 3-5 Tables 3-5 .
for comparison purposes. Figures 1-3 illustrate the results in
Let E be the error,
Therefore, the average error (AE) and maximum error (ME) are defined as
where TS is the total steps and n is the number of equations. The general form for equivalent system of first order ODE is as follows.
Refer to the general form of third order ODE in Equation (1) and its equivalent form of first order in Equation (4) . The problems to be tested are as follows. 
Initial conditions: 
Initial conditions: y 1 (0) = 0, y 2 (0) = 0, y 3 (0) = −1. Equivalent system of first order w = −60, 000, v = −4700, z = −120, Exact solutions:
Discussion
As evident from the results in Tables 3-5 and Figures 1-3 , the proposed method could improve the accuracy of all the test problems. The results also show that VOHOBBDF obtained the smallest maximum errors at different value of step sizes. Furthermore, the errors are also within the tolerance value. As shown in the results, VOHOBBDF successfully achieved less computational cost compared to both Matlab codes. It is clearly observed that the number of total steps was reduced to half and the method also sped up the execution time at all step sizes. Therefore, less time is needed to compute the solutions. This is due to the benefit of block method, where VOHOBBDF managed to produce two numerical approximations simultaneously at each step and approximate the solutions directly, thus decreasing the computational time.
Conclusions
This research demonstrates that the adaptive order approach applied to VOHOBBDF methods is significantly advantageous as it yields better performances over the built-in stiff Matlab codes. The approximate results of all the problems are better in accuracy as the results obtained lower maximum errors than both Matlab codes. The method also reduces computation time since the higher order problems can be solved directly. Hence, VOHOBBDF has proven its superior performances and reliability to be served as a direct solver for higher order stiff ODEs. 
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ME
Maximum error AE Average error h
Step size ET(s) Execution time in seconds
